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What is this leaflet for?
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It explains how to arrange an appointment in our Choice Clinic. 
It tells you what to expect when you come and meet with us.

Why might we need this appointment?
The CAMHS team have had a letter asking us to arrange to meet with  
you and your child. This is most likely to have been from your GP but  
may be from another professional (such as the School Nurse, Paediatrician 
or Social Worker). This should have been discussed with you.

What will happen at the appointment?
The Choice Clinic is the first meeting with our service. We will ask 
you about the difficulties you have been experiencing and what you 
would like to be different. We will think with you about what might 
help to bring about the changes you would like. You may be offered 
appointments with a member of our team, advice about other 
services that may be able to help, and thoughts about what you may 
be able to do yourselves. We will try to help you make an informed 
choice about what you need and want.

Who should come to  
this appointment?
As a family, you are the 
best people to decide 
who needs to come to 
the clinic. However, we 
usually find it helpful 
for all members of 
the family who are 
concerned about the 
child or young person  
to come to this  
first appointment.



Appointments in the Choice Clinic usually last for about an hour.

Sometimes it is helpful for parents to attend without their children. 
However, we cannot usually offer treatment for an older child or 
young person without having met them.

We do see older teenagers by themselves. However, the appointments 
are often most helpful when parents attend too. If it is not possible to 
include your parents, it can be very helpful to bring someone else with 
you to support you. This could be an older brother or sister, another 
family member, an adult you trust or a supportive friend.

How long will the appointment last?

What if we don’t want to discuss our concerns 
in front of the children?

I’m an older teenager and I don’t want  
my parents to attend the appointment.  
Can I come on my own?
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You can make an appointment 
by telephone. Please use the 
telephone number on the letter 
we sent you. Appointments are 
available at different times and 
on different days. 

If this happens please let us know as soon as possible. You can 
telephone the number on the letter. If you tell us in time we can 
usually offer the appointment to another family. If you are unable 
to come on the morning of the appointment please telephone us to 
let us know. If you don’t come to the appointment without telling 
us, we will not arrange another appointment without another letter 
from the person who asked us to see you.

This will be discussed with you at the end of the appointment.

We will put in writing the options we discussed and the plan we made.  
This will be sent to you and the person who asked us to meet you. We 
can send it to other people who are involved if you think that would 
be helpful. If we agree that appointments with our service would be 
helpful, we will arrange this before you leave. These will not usually 
be with person who saw you in the Choice Clinic. We try to offer 
appointments on a day and time that suits you. However, we are open 
only on weekdays during office hours. 

How do we make 
a Choice Clinic 
appointment?

We’ve made an appointment, but now 
we can’t come. What should we do?

What happens after the  
Choice Clinic appointment?
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CAMHS means the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service. We 
are a team of professionals who are trained and qualified to work 
with children, young people and their families. We are from different 
professional backgrounds, including:

As a service we provide professional training. This means that 
professionals in training may sometimes be part of sessions. If you 
are not willing to have trainees in an appointment you can tell us. 
This will not affect the treatment you receive.

What is CAMHS? 
Who are you and  
what do you do?

n Child, Adolescent and Family Psychiatrists

n Family Therapists

n Psychotherapists

n Specialist CAMHS Nurses

n Clinical Psychologists

n Occupational Therapists

n Primary Mental Health Specialists
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In CAMHS, our role is to help families, children and young people who 
are experiencing serious emotional or behavioural difficulties. Together 
we help you to find ways of overcoming these difficulties using a wide 
variety of approaches. This can include:

Sometimes we find it helpful to meet 
with other professionals who are 
involved with your family. We will 
ask for your permission first. These 
meetings allow everyone to work 
together with you to help your child.

n Fully assessing and understanding your difficulties

n Regular family meetings

n Seeing your child or others in the family separately

n A place in a group with others who have similar difficulties

n Individual therapy

n Family therapy

n Medication treatment

n Meeting parents without the children

n Groups for parents
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Our team is part of the CAMHS Outcomes Research 
Consortium (CORC). This is one way in which we try to 
find out about how we are helping children and families 
and what they think about our service. Before you come 
to your first appointment you will be asked to fill in some 
questionnaires. After you have had a number of meetings 
with us, we will ask you to fill in some more questionnaires. 
We will ask you to tell us what you think about our service. 
The information you give us will be kept securely. We 
will use information from lots of families to tell us about 
families experiences and views. Individual information  
that could identify your family will not be used.
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This is what we call confidentiality. All the 
information you share with us is confidential. When other 
professionals are also involved in helping you and your child, it can 
be very helpful to share information. We would not do this without 
discussing this with you first and getting your permission.

Very occasionally we hear about serious risks to a child. If this happens 
we have to share this information with others to protect the child. In 
children’s services safety must come first. We would always try to tell 
you if we needed to share this sort of information.

As a service we believe that suggestions, constructive criticism and 
complaints can be valuable in helping us to improve. If you have a 
complaint about any aspect of our service, it can usually be dealt with 
immediately by talking to the staff concerned. You can also ask to see 
the senior manager of the service who will be pleased to help you.  
If you prefer to formally complain, please address your letter to:  
Advice & Complaints Team (ACT), Beaufort House, Beaufort Way, 
Southmead Hospital Bristol, BS10 5NB.

Will you keep our  
information private?

We have something to 
say about your service.

What should we do?
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We hope this booklet 
helped. Let us know 
what you thought!
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Please write or draw anything you or your family want 
to tell us about this booklet.
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